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"(i)t is the purpose of the First Amendmeq

td preserve an uninhibited market-place pf -`
ideas in which truth will ultimately' prevail,

rather than to counteriance.monopolization
of. that market whether it be by the Govern-
ment itself or a private l'icensee."1

With that quote from Red Lion serving as a philosophical base,

.

the' ederal Communications Cpmrnissioh (FCC) recently moved to begin
. .

an "experiment-" in the deregulation of radio; 2 What will happen

in the future of yadio under a lessening of*FCC regulation is

,anybody's guess. However, as a basis for deregulation of radio,

the Commission iri its deregulation'order, relied a great deal on
'

what has happened in the past.

The deregulation order eliminated .the guidelines for the

amount of non-entertainment. programming. each radio station was

"advised"..to cariv, the number of commercial minute& per hour

they should not exceed, eliminated community ascertainment'require-

ments and program log keeping requirements for commercial radio.

stations, Over 20,000 comments, for and against, were filed,

with( the ComMission, a number the .Coemission itself noted was

"extraordinary. " Even though many more comments and filings

1

i were ag 'nst deregulation of radiodhan. for it, in the end

deregula ion won out. Perhaps that was partially due to the

political mood.of deregulation in Washington, or possibly it

might havebeen partially due tQ the evidence _present& at

hearings supportingvderegulatidn.
.
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major'area of debate centered around that non-etertain-

meat programaiing portion of-the broadcast day, and the Commitsion's

..policies regarding non-entertainment4Proggammng. Those oppose)
,

to deregulation of radio expressed theirgreatest fears that if
)

nop-entertainment programming guidelines were to be eliminated,
?

radio stations nationwide would then cease to program in the "public-

interest." Claimants contended news and other types of progY'ams

in the public interest would disappear if deregulation were to.

occur.

In its deregulation decision the CoMmission noted time and

again that ifythe dictates of Red Lion .iv ere to be adhered to,

then the marketplace, not the government, should 'decide radio

programming.- The concept of regulatory commissions began as a

protection of the marketplace When monopolistic and oligopolistic
, -

conditions demanded some.degree of protedtion in the public's

(nterest.3 incidkrial concentration was tq be eschewed,' and
1

unrestricted competition was tb be a primary goal.

The FCC was formed partly on this concept. Howeyer, the.FdC
.r r

was also formed not so much to protect the marketplace of
V

tangible goods and service's, but\s,a,ther that intangible marketplace

of ideag'. Certainly the Commission has aresponsibility in the

area of spectrum management, however.a large portion of the debate

on radio deregulation,was focused on how 'Weil radio would fare

in maintaining a free marketplace of. ideas once dereguatio'n was
,

in force. 4

r7.
A large portion of the final opinion deregulating.tadio was

devoted to determining how well radio stations are presently doing
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y in serving this public interest and maintaining a free marketplace

of ideas over the airwaves. The Commission implies throughout

its opinion that if_radio.stations are doing a "good" job today,

theyill continue doing hat same zpbd job pi the future.

A major .problem for the'Commission has always been hawto

'determine whether or not any one licensee, or group of licensees,
_.

: '

,

4
is doing a"good," "bad " ,or indifferent job of serving that,

public interest. For this reason the Commission set forth

percentage guidelines for non-entertainment programming for

'oadcasters to use as a-guide. For radio, in the dOegulation

proceedings, the question was, how well are radio stations

living up to the 6-8 programming, standards set forth by'the

FCC?

The FCC examined its own data, the National Association of

Broadcasters (NAB) presented additional studies and evidence:,
A

and other studies using similan 'data bases were presented, and

all concluded that most commercial radio stations met or

exceeded the FCQ's .6-8 minimums, and many exceedgd these minimums

by.several times. 5 This question was a critical one,for.the
Oa

non-entertainment news,,public affairs, and ether types o'f

non-entertainment programming) portion.of the broadcast day is
it,

of primary importance in the FCC's evaluation of a licensee's

public interest programming performance.
4

. Thus, using these studies as an evidentiary base, the

Commidsion-concluded that there is compelling evidence to support

'the thesis that radio stations as a whole are fulfilling their

public interest requirements in programming at the present time,

or, conversely, therd is no compelling evidence to support a

.5
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contention that they will not continue to live up to present

performance levels in the,ftwture..

Certainlynot all of the deregulation decision Was based on
.

the quantitative evidence surrounding non-entertainment programming

percentages. The First Amendment questions of the Fairness

Dactrin,e,.Section 315, ..and othb related issues were also

examined % Econometric, models were presented and examined. But

all.e,tliese/Tere Said to be more subjective questions and

/
....--

)argumentswhen compAred to the more objective quantit tive data

i

regarlding station non-entertainment pro-grammfng perf rir&ice.
1

In,that such 'objective data exists, and were presented into

eV4..feence3 the radio' industry had .tb stand or fall on its past

quantitative pertormafice in the areas. of news, pubaic.affairi and

oheT.forms ofnon-entertainment programming. That record was

cited repeatedly in the final deregulation of radio decision and

served as a primary baSe for the decision. In that decision,

the Commission didlinot find the radio industry wanting, and

deregulation of radio moved forward.

,Television and. Radio. Comparisons:

'The FCC has also mandated that teleVision licensees air

specific pOcentagts of. pitblic interest programming.
6 This

5-5-10 standard 4s more specific than the 64radio standard.

Three categ.ories are broken out: informational (news plus public

.
affairs), local and total non-entertainment programming.

Obvjously thse are _strictly quantiltative.measii,res4 however

former Commissioner Glen Robinson once,noted that to evaluate

individual licensees in any-other way would surely invite

3
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11grave First Amendment problems."7

If_we examine the media, some differences are apparent':

dreleviSibn, or good or for bad, is said to be "the most

powerful' medium.'" In that ..importapt program category' of news,

TV news is usurly much loyer than radio news appearing in blocs

of a half hour-rand- hour, or longer at a time. Plus, in: TV,

news appears to play a more important role in the program day thanr
in radio. In a recent Radio Telewision News Directors Association

survey, it was reported that bout a quarter of the stations'

surveyed had no news department at all.
8 In this studypresented

here, all TV stations examined (556)- carried news at some time

during the day.

However, it is the rare community wher residents cannot

pick up a number of radio signals, especially at night on ANL

Such penetration without the cable is not the same for television.

In television the-rule ip the majority of commurlitaes and markets

is sti'll"the one of one, two or three TV signals; or a'monopolistic

or oligopolistic, fact. A

Historically, the fear hap been that under such monopolistic

or nearmonopolistic conditions the teller,(here the brRadcast

station) will violate the public trust and interest. Regulation

canbe designed-to attempt to prevent that possibility.

Thus, in the radio deregulation hearings, and in many filings

with T116, Commission, a }primary question paisea was, will radio

stations, f _deregulated,_do 'away with news, thus violate the public

interests In a Los-Angeles, for example, with 60 radio stations

in the market, that question is not so critical: for the-re shoild

'.4 7
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always be local news somewhere on the dial there. But in the

single, or few, radio station markets, the argume* was that

that question does become critical*
4

The only evidence pro-deregulation forces had'to offer was

the past performance of small market radio Atations. That

evi-ttence- showed that quantitatively nearly All adio stations in

all market sizes db broadcast some news each day:even if.local

news cOverage might suffer in those stations without news

departments. Again, the evidentiary-base used to shOw that

radio was doing a "good" job as a whole in news programming

was a quantitative one drawn from FCC data oh radio prOgramming.

However, there are 10 times more commercial radio stations

(7,863) than-there are commercial TV stations (752). As in

radio, if TV stations in single or few station markets were to

eliminate news and other forms of non - entertain prot,amming,
1g-

the local public' interest would suffer.

All of these que;tiops are at Issue if one. is to even begin

considering television deregulation. In the radio derlitftlatir

proceedings the Comtnission asked for and received evidence

regarding the performance of the radio induatry in the non-
.

entertainment programming area. That played a major role in

!fits decision to deregulate. The questiin now posed here is,

how well is the commercial doing?

. The Facts for TV:

The FCC has been releasing.programming data for all U.S.

commercial-TV stations since 1973. This study analyzes the

1.
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station data forlhe reporting year 1978 reghrding these issues.

Only stations kcovered by the 5-5-10 rule were included in this
4

Terrestrial satellite TV stations werealso eliminated.

This left 556 commercial TV stations in the present study.

One of the first questions asked in the'radio deregulation
4 1

'hearings was, how many radio stations do no -meet the 6-8

minimums? Mere the question is, how many TV statibns,do not

meetthe 5-5-10 TV minimums?

f

As to the five percent minimum for informational programming

and the 10 percept minimum for total non - entertainment programming

the answer is simple. A11.556 commercial, nonsatellite TV

stations. covered by the FCC standard met or exceeded it. This

result was expected since Wirth and Wollert found that in 1974

and 1976 the average station' exceeded the five percent formational

new plug' public affairs) minimum and the 10'percer4

ntertainment minimum bS.,two and one-half to three time$.9

The data provided in Table 1. show that the 1978 results are

quite,similar to those reported by Wirth and Wollert for 1974

and I:976.

In the five percent local programming category, 53 of the

556 stations covered by the standard"?kailed to broadcast the

Minimum level. As might be expected,'the majority (38) of these

were in smaller television markets (101+); seven operate in the

top759.

,
In sum,,TV stations appear to be doing a "goodn'job when it

comes to meeting and exceeding F1C public interest program
Of

minimums. In local pro amming, about nine percent fail to meet

9
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the minimum requirement-. Most'of those failing)to do so operate
...,

inismaller markets. Consequently, the'primary question hesik.is

the same as it 4ras for radio deregulationL-can the "rattle guys"
I

meet the requirements?

ThiS question involves the fear that as television market

size decreases, from one to 212, and as market competition

decreases, from 12 TV stations in Los.Angeles to one in an Alpena,

Michigan, the quantity of public'interest programming will also

decrease. At least this was the thesis presented by opponents

of radio deregulation. Studies of the quantitative data

presented by and to the FCC's'on this issue; as part of the radio

deregulation proceedings, generally disproved this thesis. But

is it true for television?

Examiniation of Table 1-k suggests that an overall case can

be made that television stations are doing, at least, an adequate

L
job in those' programming categories deemed-most important ey the

FCC in fulfilling their public interest responsibilities.

Overall, the TV stations covered by the 5-5-10 standard air about

co,

three times more news and palic affa.lrs Oograms than that

demanded by the FCC, about two and one-half times more non-

entertainment programming, and nearly twice as much local

programming. These results differ little from those reported_in

the analyses of the 1974 and1976.data. Consequently, TV would

seem to have a pretty good track record when ,overall station

performance is compared tothe FCC's public interest program

requirements.

The information provided in Table 1-B addresses the market

1/4
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TABLE 1
. k

, , -1.

PROGRAMMING PERCENTAGES FOR ALL COMMERCIAL, NON-SATELLITE TV
- STATIONS, FOR STATIONS EXAMINED.BY.MARKET COMPETITION, AND BY

TV MARKET SIZE. ,

i

INFORMATION
PROGRAMS -

TOTAL NON
ENTERTAINMENT

TOTAL
LOCAL

(NEWS +4P.A.)

s.._

'PROGRAMS., p.ORAMS

A. .TOTAL FOR ALL STATIONS
(N=558) 114.5% 2'14.2% § . 5% Awl,

.eer

B. PERCENTAGE OF AIRTIME
DEVOTED TO PROGRAM
AR4AS,BY NUMBERUF
STATIONS IN THE
MARKET.

\C

, i

*

1. FOUR OR MORE (215) 15.0% 24. . 11.5% 0

2. THREE (237) ,13.9 23.1 % 8.2,

3. TWO (64) 14.4 24.4 8.4

4. ONE (40) 14.4 26.'.'4 8.0

C. PERCENTAGE OF AIRTIME
-.) DEVOTED TO PROGRAM

AREAS BY MARKET.SIZE,
)

k.---- 4.

TOP-10 (144) ' 16.4% 27.1A 15.6%

11-25 (55) 15.8 25.0 t 12.9

2.6-50 (81) 14.6
237' 10.1

51-100 (154) 114.2 Q 3.7 8.9.

101-150 (135) "3.7 23.5' 7.7
151 and above(87) 13.8 214.14 7.4

0/0

4 Mb,
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competition- question.. The thesis here is that a decrease d.n

competition will lead to a decrease in public interest programming.

The Table hows this is_ not necessarily the case `The average
#

.station whit operated in "low competition" market (one and

two station) devoted a larger, portion of its .broadcpast day to

informational programming than did the average station operating

in a threre'station market,. and almost as much as the average

station operating in a "high competition," market (four or more

stations). In total non - entertainment prgramming, the markets

with the- least competiitio exceed all others. O.ly in locar

.
programming do statiaDts operating in the least, competitive

`markets (one station) come out last; and even here, in the aggregate,

they exceed the Fq:'s local program minimum by three percent.

qur market slat results (TaDle 1-C)..demonstrate a similar,

outcome. No matter, what the market size, in the aggregate, the

average TV station covered by the FCC's5-5-10 policy in each_

market category exceeds those standards by a sizeable amount.

,Localprog ramming, again, is seen as a possible shortcoming

the smaller markets. However, the average small market station

(101 +,) still' exceeds FCC lodal program minimums. Since 38 04

the 127 stations in markets 101+'failed to meet the FCC's five

.

, percent local programming Winimum, the remaining 89 stations'

_must be perfdrming sighificantly above the averages prqvi4kd in

Ta e 1 -C .

4

il

I

0*

Conclusions .

.

.
r . _

- _ In sum, television licensees appear to be doing a "gOod" jobs
. .

-
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in meeting and exceeding the public interest program minimums

established by the FCC'. The aggregate data provided (Table 1)

show that even when average station performance evaluated by

market competition and by market size, the. TV stations covered

by the FCC's' 5-5-10 standard meet and exceed it. .ijoWever,
/ '

several problems still remain.

This analysis of theFCCdata does not include terrestrial

satellite TV stations. One study found these stations to be

quite deficient in thesetprogram categoil.es.
10 Likewise,

independent ,UHF stations, which are not covered by the 5-5-10

rule, were not included: In radio, there is nothing comparable

o the terrestrial TV satellite nor td the independent UHF

station. For 'television deregulation to proceed, the. public

Aterest program performance of theise stations must also be

analyzed.

In the radio deregulation proceedings, the FCC ermined

that quantitative public.interest program performancse provided
. .

the most objective evidence as to whether radio stations were
.

. ,
doiTg'angoodn.job. Such evidence; for or against the radio

...-

,,..1

,,,

,

e .4.

'v4- industry, was based on FCC-collected non-entertaihment program
. ,

,.. .

.

I

data. It provided the base support for proceeding on to oth
J ,

are.a. s of debate and dicussion on the issue. In-the end, a

. large portion of the:FCC's rationale for deregulating radio ma's

based on these deta.

Furthermore, the FCC based its decision on data from only
A

one year. These data here examine 18, and when-compared to the
.

-ppeviously published studies by Wirth and Wollert, then One gets
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i.,
.

. .

even a greater longitudinal rie'rspectiiie on the type of job

commercial TV stations are doing nationwide in these non-

entertainment programming areas.

In this paper, the question is television deregulation.

The approach was to apply the methodology used in the radio

deregulation hearings to the television medium to determine

outcomes: The deregulatory mood in Washington may soon reach

x television,..and such "objective" evidence should serve'as the

basis for further deregulatory discussions'. This evidence' is

presented here.

a
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